SAMEH EL DAHAN

OUR SHOWJUMPING

MO SALAH!
BY MENNA LOUTFY & NADA HANY

EGYPT’S PHAROAH SAMEH EL DAHAN AMAZED
EVERYONE WITH TWO INTERNATIONAL TITLES
THESE PAST TWO MONTHS. FIRST WAS IN
AUGUST WINNING THE GOLD IN THE LONGINES
GLOBAL CHAMPIONS TOUR IN PARIS .FOLLOWED
BY A BRILLIANT WIN IN THE SPRUCE MEADOWS
CP “INTERNATIONAL”REPRESENTED BY ROLEX.

backdrop of the tour de Eiffel in the middle of the
city. Qualification for Prague was one of our goals
of the season and by winning the Grand Prix that was
achieved, Joanne loves it when a plan comes together
and I’m so grateful for her for most of my successes.”
The Egyptian star qualified for the LGCT Super Grand Prix which is
taking place this December in Prague.
His iconic performance in Paris helped determine his participation and
he is currently focusing on preparing his mare and ensuring that she
is ready to compete. .
CSIO Spruce Meadows ‘Masters’2018: Egypt’s Rolex Grand Slam
contender claims the Gold
A second brilliant triumph by Sameh riding Suma’s Zorro was in the
individual jumping equestrian on the final day of the Masters tournament
at Spruce Meadows on September 9 in Canada.
Sameh placed first with a jump-off time of 42.210 seconds and 0 faults.
“When I looked up at the big screen, because I wasn’t
sure of the time, and I saw first place, it was a very
difficult feeling to explain. To be a winner of one of

“To win a Grand Prix as prestigious

the four prestigious Grands Prix, as part of the Rolex

as Paris is a dream come true for

Grand Slam of Show Jumping is something I think every

every rider and owner and it is an

rider in the world dreams of.”

incredible achievement for our

He also expressed great appreciation and gratitude for his mare and

whole team reflecting on years
of hard work, determination and
sacrifice to get to this point. “says
Joanne Sloan Allen.
El Dahan and his mare Suma’s Zorro came in first
place against top riders like Ben Maher and Bertram
Allen after topping the jump off with a time of 36.2s
and 0 faults.

her performance “My mare tried her heart out”. He has been
riding the 14 year old Irish mare for the past 7 years and has invested
himself into building and training with Joanne to become as devoted
as she was in Paris and Calgary.
When asked about his future plans Sameh said,
“The World Equestrian Games in Tryon, USA will be our
main focus for the month of September then Prague
in December will be the target after that, so we will

“What a day that was for the whole team

have a few months of producing the younger Horses

winning one of the most prestigious legs

who we feel were a bit left out this season.”

of the LGCT in Paris with a wonderful

